From: Reagan George
Sent: Thursday, March 30, 2017 10:54 PM
To: 'Hunt, Stephen M'
Subject: RE: [GRLIST] Declared Non-Citizen Hopper

Steve:

Has anyone audited this new system? Talk about foxes guarding the hen house. We even have foxes guarding the chickens in the hen house.

I would not be trusting Cortez at all.

Reagan
----Original Message----
From: Hunt, Stephen M
Sent: Thursday, March 30, 2017 6:48 PM
To: Reagan George; von Spakovsky Hans
Subject: Re: [GRLIST] Declared Non-Citizen Hopper

Just talked to Cameron.

We received another 197 non-citizen notices from the DMV. These are from the September & October time frame. These seem to have started when the new system with the DMV was instituted in June of 2016. These folks all had transactions with the DMV. ELECT also set it up so that every DMV transaction generates an on-line voter registration (original request or update). Consequently, if you go in to renew your driver's license, a new voter registration form was generated.

It is my guess that somehow either the person ignored the "Are you a citizen" block since they were renewing their driver's license so "who cared" or the system is capturing the wrong input. If the voter had actually checked that they are not citizens, then the new voter registration should never had been generated. This is a significant problem and the system should be shut down until it is investigated, identified and fixed.

This does not address the question regarding why these are just showing up now.

Steve

From: Hunt, Stephen M
Sent: Thursday, March 30, 2017 5:25:36 PM
To: Reagan George; von Spakovsky Hans
Subject: Re: [GRLIST] Declared Non-Citizen Hopper

Reagan

A couple updates. Cameron, with the boards support, has initiated the required process for contacting the people who were designated as a non-citizen by the DMV to give them the opportunity to confirm their citizenship. Anyone who does not respond will be removed from the roles and if they have voted, their name is going to be sent to the commonwealth attorney.
Many of the people who were identified as a non-citizen have verified their citizenship. A good number responded very rapidly because they have security clearances that could be at risk if there was some indication that they were not citizens. This causes me to believe that there are two issues. The first is what in the DMV system is causing miss identification of US citizens as non-citizens. The second is why did we not receive the information until now. The board has sent a letter to the State Board of Elections requesting an investigation into both of these issues.

I would be a little cautious in using the numbers as the number of non-citizens who have voted. In fact the 190 de-duped down to 102. I will try to remember to let you know how many names we send to the commonwealth attorney.

Steve

---

From: Reagan George
Sent: Thursday, March 30, 2017 4:24:12 PM
To: Hunt, Stephen M; von Spakovsky Hans
Subject: FW: [GRLIST] Declared Non-Citizen Hopper

Sorry, I missed sending this to the two of you.

Hope all is well.

Reagan

---

From: Reagan George
Sent: Tuesday, March 28, 2017 12:18 PM
To: Adams J. Christian; Wheeler MD; Keith G. Damon; Clam Belle; Ed Gillespie; Mark Cole; Jill H. Vogel; John Adams
Cc: Keith G. Damon; Jill H. Vogel; John Adams
Subject: FW: [GRLIST] Declared Non-Citizen Hopper

All;

Here is a great example of the Department of Elections hiding the ball prior to the last election. This is also an example of ELECT hiding evidence of fraudulent voting in the last election.

Non-citizens registered and voting in our elections are both a Federal and State felony crime. Is anyone going to be prosecuted? How many other non-citizens are registered and voting? Note at the bottom the Fairfax Registrar said there were 150 in his hopper and most of them voted. Republicans must get serious about this issue. This is a huge impact on the non-citizens list that the Public Interest Legal Foundation (PILF) is trying to compile statewide.

VVA has been trying to purchase the Social Security Admin.’s Death Master File. The Obama Admin has made it extremely hard to obtain the file. They raised the prices and now require a $500 Certification process. They knew that we can use it to identify fraudulent SSNs that the left uses to register non-citizens to vote as well as dead voters that are not being removed from the voter rolls. I would not be surprised if only dead Republicans are being removed from VERIS because they won’t get push back from fellow Democrats.

Regards;

Reagan George
President. Virginia Voters Alliance
From: Friendly Registrar
Sent: Tuesday, March 28, 2017 10:33 AM
To: Reagan George
Subject: Fw: [GRLIST] Declared Non-Citizen Hopper

Reagan:

I'm not sure if you have seen the e-mail below from the Department explaining why we are now getting in March 2017 DMV Non-citizen Declaration data from as far back as July 2016!

Friendly Registrar

From: The official communication list for the General Registrars of the Commonwealth [mailto:GRLIST@LISTLVA.LIB.VA.US] On Behalf Of Cortes, Edgardo (ELECT)
Sent: Tuesday, March 28, 2017 10:12 AM
To: GRLIST@LISTLVA.LIB.VA.US<mailto:GRLIST@LISTLVA.LIB.VA.US>
Subject: Re: [GRLIST] Declared Non-Citizen Hopper

Good morning,

Several weeks ago we began a post-election review and internal audit of our processes to ensure that incoming data was appropriately processed. The review covers from April 2016 to present. We identified that the non-citizen files for July and August were not fully processed before the election and that data was loaded earlier in March. Those were the only files received prior to the November election that were not fully processed.

The records loaded into your hoppers last night reflect transactions that occurred at DMV in September and October. The process for compiling, reviewing, and sending that data from DMV to ELECT takes approximately 45-60 days. While the transaction may have taken place prior to the election, we do not receive the data until mid-November at the earliest. As part of this review, we are working with DMV to expedite transfer of this data and fully leverage the electronic motor voter process.

Determinations regarding whether or not a match has occurred or should be processed is a complex process and has not been automated. There are varied circumstances that could occur and this decision, under state law, is left to the General Registrar to determine if an individual has met the legal requirements to remain registered. You should follow your routine procedures for processing this data.

Edgardo Cortés
Commissioner
Virginia Department of Elections

We received 13 with September/October declaration dates overnight. At least that's down from the 19 we got at the beginning of the month that had declaration dates in July/August?
As with last time, it seems that a few have been re-registered subsequent to the date of their alleged non-citizen declaration and many participated in the last election.

Anna Cloeter  
General Registrar & Director of Elections County of Roanoke, Virginia

>>> "Ables, Alex"  
>>>  
>>> > 3/28/2017 9:26 AM >>>

My records indicate that the last time Non-Citizens were population into my Hopper was September 2016 and no other data was loaded until March 2017, that's a long time without any data being provided.

Alexander A. Ables  
General Registrar  
County of Fauquier, Virginia  
528 Waterloo Road, Suite 200  
Warrenton, VA 20186-3011

From: The official communication list for the General Registrars of the Commonwealth [mailto:GRLIST@LISTLVA.LIB.VA.US] On Behalf Of Sasnett, Cameron G  
Sent: Tuesday, March 28, 2017 8:55 AM  
To: GRLIST@LISTLVA.LIB.VA.US<mailto:GRLIST@LISTLVA.LIB.VA.US>  
Subject: [GRLIST] Declared Non-Citizen Hopper

Did anyone else get their Declared Non-Citizen Hopper populated overnight with records from September and October? We received 190 records, most of whom voted in November. This is second time this month we’ve received a similar batch of voters who should have been canceled prior to November. I’m just curious if anyone else had received these types of records and are as similarly concerned as I am.

Regards,

Cameron Glenn Sasnett  
Director of the Office of Elections & General Registrar Fairfax County Office of Elections
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